Metabolic Theory of Ecology and size
spectra

Four things you need to know about
metabolism and community ecology
1. (Field) metabolic rates scale in a fairly predictable manner with
body size, b~ 0.8 ~ 3/4, due to architecture of vascular network
that supplies oxygen & nutrients (West, Brown, Enquist, WBE)
2. Organismal metabolic rates are not as high as they could be,
especially for larger animals. Metabolic rate is limited by the
network-limiting rate of flow of respiratory substrates (food,
O2) from the outside to the mitochondria
3. Temperature & metabolism; Q10s & Boltzmann-Arrhenius
4. Metabolism explains and underpins some profound scaling
patterns in ecology, inc. community ecology, such as size
spectra

Metabolism in Domestic Dogs
Max Rubner (1883)

Determining the scaling exponent
Julian Huxley described the change in size of
organism features with body size using a power
law
Y = aMb, a = constant, b is scaling exponents
This can be linearised by logging it
ln(Y) = ln(a) + bln(M)

Metabolism in Domestic Dogs
Max Rubner (1883) revisited

b = 0.62 or 2/3

Watts = SI unit of 1 joule per second (vs. Kcal per day)

Surface area to volume ratio leads to
the expectation B ~ Mass2/3
[square cube law]
Length = x

Surface area = x2

Volume = x3

Square cube law

When doubling the length of a side,
surface and volume do not double

4x surface area

8x the volume

Null geometric expectations

Kleiber’s law
But metabolic rate (B) scales with body mass
(M) to the power of ¾ NOT 2/3, B = M3/4

We are not three-dimensional spheres –
the 4th dimension is inside

The 4th dimension is the fractal distribution networks inside our body

Quarter power scaling appears when
• Space-filling networks service
all locally biologically active
regions
• The terminal units of networks
are invariant within a class or
taxon (respiratory complex
enzymes == water taps)
• Evolution toward minimisation
of energy costs of resource
distribution

West, G. B., Brown, J. H., and Enquist, B. J. (1997). A general model for the
origin of allometric scaling laws in biology. Science 276, 122-126.
West, G. B., Brown, J. H., and Enquist, B. J. (1999). The fourth dimension of
life: Fractal geometry and allometric scaling of organisms. Science 284, 16771679.

Beware of Y-axis when…

…moving btw individual (3/4) and massspecific (-1/4) metabolic rate

1. W = M3/4 (whole organism metabolic rate)
2. Mass =M1
3. I, individual mass specific rates (per gram) =
M3/4 / M1 = M0.75-1 = M-1/4 or -0.25

Heart rate scales across organisms to M-1/4

Values of allometric exponents for variables of the mammalian
cardiovascular and respiratory systems predicted by the fractal model
compared with empirical observations

West, G.B., Brown, J.H. & Enquist, B.J. (1997). A general model for the origin of allometric scaling laws in biology.
Science, 276, 122-126.
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Clarke’s paradox
Is the metabolic rate of a cell determined by the
rate of nutrient/oxygen supply (WBE) or…
…does the metabolic rate of the cell determine
the rate at which nutrients must be supplied?

If classic metabolic physiology is correct, then
cells of larger animal should have lower
power….
If West, Brown, Enquist are right then individual
animal cells should have the same power ….
But only when removed from the constraint of
the fractal supply of materials

No ¼ scaling when cells are removed
from supply limits of fractal network
Cells removed from the
body and cultured in vivo
take on a constant
metabolic rate

West, G. B., Woodruff, W. H., and Brown, J. H.
(2002). Allometric Scaling of Metabolic Rate from
Molecules and Mitochondria to Cells and Mammals.
Proceedings Of the National Academy Of Sciences
Of the United States Of America 99, 2473-2478.

No fractal network – no ¼ scaling
Cells removed from the
body and cultured in vivo
take on a constant
metabolic rate

Depression in power output
because of limited input
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Back to temperature scaling & MTE
Standard formulation is Q10
Rates double over a 10 degree temperature difference

B = boM3/4 e-E/kt,
where
b0 = normalisation constant (intercept)
M = body mass
e-E/kt = Boltzmann-Arrhenius term

e-E/kt = Boltzmann-Arrhenius term
The Boltzmann-Arrhenius term characterises the
exponential effects of temperature (t in
Kelvin[oC+273.15]), where:
E is average activation energy of the respiratory complex
~0.65 eV for animals
k is Boltzmann’s constant 8.62 x 10-5 eV K-1
1eV = 23.06 kcal/mol = 96.49 kJ/mol
(Easy to find on wikipedia)

Current controversies & MTE
• New more refined analyses of Basal MR and Field MR
reveal that smaller animals scale M2/3 and larger ones
M3/4
• Bolztmann-Arrhenius based on reactions in gas phase

• The B-A model is consistent with Q10s, (the
increases in rate for a 10oC T increase.
• The MTE has only vessels and enzymes, there is no heart
nor a consideration of respiratory surface area, room for
Pauly’s Gill-Oxygen Limitation Theory

MTE has circulation but where’s the respiration?

Pauly D. 1981. The relationships between gill surface area and growth performance in fish:
a generalisation of von Bertalanffy's theory of growth. Meeresforschung 28: 251-282.

Respiratory surface area twice as important as
temperature for explaining variance in
vertebrate MR

Bigman et al. (2021). Respiratory capacity is twice as important as temperature in driving patterns of
metabolic rate across the vertebrate tree of life. Science Advances, 7, eabe5163.

MTE has circulation but where’s the
respiration?

Pauly D. 1981. The relationships between gill surface area and growth performance in fish:
a generalisation of von Bertalanffy's theory of growth. Meeresforschung 28: 251-282.
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Energetic –equivalence rule
Population abundance scales µ M-3/4

Birds

Damuth, J. (1981). Population density and body size in mammals. Nature 290, 699-700.
Nee, S., A.F. Read, J.J.D. Greenwood & P.H. Harvey. 1991. The relationship between abundance and body size in
British birds. Nature 351: 312-313.

Population growth rate, rmax, scales
with M-1/4

Savage, V. M., Gillooly, J. F., Brown, J. H., West, G. B., and Charnov, E. L. (2004). Effects of body size and
temperature on population growth. American Naturalist 163, 429-441.

New view of community ecology, not
that well covered in terrestrial
textbooks

N= aM-3/4 x Mlog(TE)/log(PPMR)
Predator-prey mass ratio ~ 0.1 to 1000
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Trebilco, R., (2016). The paradox of inverted biomass pyramids in kelp forest fish communities. Proceedings of the Royal Society B-Biological
Sciences, 283, 20160816. 10.1098/rspb.2016.0816

Ocean ecosystems before humans
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